
Next Generation Investor Center 
Design Brief



UXD: Program & Spaces

1  APPROACH The branch is accessible either directly from the street with the ‘Financial Company’ sig-
nage applied externally; or, via a shared lobby, in which case additional internal signage is needed, applied 
ideally on to a glass entrance door.

2  WELCOME 1 LOBBY A contemporary, welcoming area that doesn’t feel ‘corporate’. A space that em-
bodies brand values, it is open, generous, informal, and flexible.

3  CLARITY 1 FR OPS Accessible directly from the lobby and visually connected to the front of the 
branch. It is an open plan office area, which shows life beyond the lobby, demystifying the world of 
finance.

4  EFFICIENCY 1 TRANSACTION ROOMS Accessible directly from the lobby and visually connected to 
the front of the branch, speedy associate-assisted transactions take place here.

5  HOST 1 GUIDANCE ROOMS A private office and client meeting room where conversations build 
relationships between clients and associates.

6  NAVIGATION 1 COLLABORATION ROOMS A small scale meeting room where longer client-facing 
meetings take place; 6 person capacity. Suitable for family guidance sessions.

7  FAMILIARITY 1 KITCHEN & MEETING ROOM This space is two rooms connected by a movable 
wall or double doors to accomodate multiple uses during busy hours. Designed for staff breaks, internal 
workshops and more casual meetings.

8  JOURNEY 1 CIRCULATION SPACES Generous and well considered spaces which feel inhabited, 
warm, and human. Focal points at the end of each sight line and art make the space feel inhabited and 
considered. 

9  CONNECT 1COLLISION SPACES Open air break out spaces for conversations and collisons at the 
end of hallways invite opportunity to connect further and allows associates to use the Investor Center 
as a workplace in addition to a customer center.

10  ENCOURAGE 1 MOTHERS’ ROOM Becoming a working parent is a big transition in the lives of many 
employees. The mothers’ room should offer all the necessary ammenities to pump milk; the necessary 
accomodations in a thoughtful space shows new mothers that Fidelity is invested in their successful 
transition. 

11  HAVEN 1 RESTROOMS Shared with the building or within a branch, functionally and aesthetically con-
sidered. Privacy and comfort are priorities.
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1 x 220 sf

1 x 300 sf

1 x 500 sf

2 x 300 sf

2 x 100 sf

3 x 100 sf

3 x 100 sf

4 x 100 sf

12 x 120 sf

25 x 120 sf

40 x 120 sf

50 x 120 sf

1 x 150 sf

1 x 150 sf

2 x 150 sf

2 x 150 sf

1 x 150 sf

1 x 150 sf

1 x 200 sf

1 x 200 sf

Lobby Transaction
Rooms

Guidance 
Rooms

Colllaboration 
Rooms

Kitchen

How many of each space? What size?

Program Development

>25 associates
200-500 customers

25-35 associates
2k-5k customers 

FR Ops
Rooms

1 x 300 sf

1 x 300 sf

1 x 450 sf

1 x 450 sf

There should not 
be a second FR Ops 
Room, not a second 
floor FR Ops Room. 

Notes:
500 sf is the maxi-
mum size of a lobby 
to maintain a resi-
dential feel. Ceiling 
height max is 14’.

Evenly distributed 
between lobby(s).

As number of 
associates increases, 
alternative office use 
policies should be 
considered.

Good for irregular 
geometries.

Kitchen & meeting 
spaces will be 
programmed as one 
mass with a passage 
between.

Meet

1 x 200 sf

1 x 250 sf

1 x 350 sf

1 x 375 sf

Kitchen & meeting 
spaces will be 
programmed as one 
mass with a passage 
between.

36-45 associates
5k-10k customers 

45-60 associates
10k-30k customers 

Customer Body CirculationColllision 
Spaces

40-45%

40-45%

40%

40%

1 x 150 sf

1 x 150 sf

2-3 x 150 sf

2 x 150 sf
1 x 220 sf

In spaces with more 
than 25 associates, 
a collision space 
should be adjacent 
to meet/kitchen.

Mothers 
Room

1 x 120 sf

1 x 120 sf

1 x 120 sf

2 x 120 sf

Programmed with 
Guidance Rooms. 
A good option for 
irregular geometry.

Restrooms

1 x 100 sf; single occ
2 x 150 sf; 2 stall per

2 x 100 sf; single occ

Min. 1 unisex restroom for 
gender non-conformity sensi-
tivities. 
Local code supercedes any 
recommendations.

1 x 100 sf; single occ
2 x 220 sf; 3 stall per
1 x 100 sf; single occ
2 x 300 sf; 4 stall per

35% minimum; 45% 
max. Circ should 
always allow for 2 
people to walk com-
fortably together.

Ideal Real Estate SF

4800 - 5500 sf

8000 - 8800 sf

11,800 - 12,500 sf

14,750 - 15,250 sf

Given the option, 10% additional space is 
manageable for growth. Given the generous 
nature of the NGIC projects, more is better, 
though lessons learned have shown that too 
much space will alienate customers.



Design Principles



Design Principles

Transparency & Privacy
Guidance Rooms should be located along perim-
eter with direct access to daylight. Interior rooms 
should have glass storefronts facing borrowed 
daylight. Hallways should end in an exterior 
window where possible. Glazing should strike a 
balance privacy & vitality. 

Authentic
Wood and joinery throughout is considered with 
careful attention to the authenticity of materials.

Generous, Visual Space
Allow for generous and straightforward circula-
tion route. Width should be 60” and should be 
comfortable for 2 people of regionally typical 
body type to pass each other. 

Approachable
Cork lining in kitchen spaces so employees can 
share. Cork lining to match underlying surface 
color.

Original Art
Selections from the Financial Company contem-
porary art collection curated thematically by 
curatorial team.  Contemporary art diverse in 
process, subject matter, and materials enhances 
the authentic and personal approach driving the 
user experience. 

Empowering
Technology should be user accessible and inte-
grate seemlessly with brand experience. Collabo-
rative amenities should be intuitive and accessible.

Warm
Hardware to be warm, simple. Blackened bronze 
and brass to be used throughout.

Comfortable, Secure
Security doors connecting the lobby with the 
rest of the branch should be set back from store 
fronts, so there is no visible barrier between lob-
by and the rest of the space.



Materials + Finishes
The NGIC experience should convey a space which is transparent, approachable, generous, comfortable, 
warm, and healthy. NGIC materials should all meet the following characterizations:
Healthy, Warm, Durable, Natural, Tactile

Healthy
Plants, Wool Area Rugs + Fabric, Hardwood Floors, 
Oak +  Glass Storefront

Durable
Porcelain Tile, Hardwoods, Saddle Leather, 
Oak + Glass Storefront  

Tactile
Textured Carpet + Tile,  Coir Mat, Oak Hardwoods, 
Woven Wools, Smooth Leather

Warm
Wood Tones, Saddle Leather, Warm Grey Stone, 
Wood Accessories

Natural
Stone + Hardwood Floors, Oak + Glass Storefront, 
Wool Fabric, Coir Mat, Bronze Hardware



The things we smell, feel, and 
touch when we walk into your 
space.

Water
Filtered water is an environmentally 
considerate act of generosity, 
suggesting Fidelity cares about 
hydrating its staff and clients and 
is therefore health and wellbeing 
conscious.

The door handles
Like shaking hands with the building 
and brand, a solid door handle leaves a 
good impression.

The smell
One of our most primal senses, a bad, 
synthetic or artificial smell affects our 
perception of an experience.

The coffee
Good quality coffee will send out a 
strong message about your generosity 
and values. It’s where clients get to taste 
Fidelity.

Paper towels
These can and should be good quality. 
It’s a place where spending a bit more 
time and money has a big impact on the 
hand washing experience.

The cleaning products
Most places smell of their cleaning 
products. In this day and age they don’t 
have to be toxic or pungent.

The reading material
This is an implicit way of expressing your 
culture and values. Books can come with 
a note of recommendation.

The planting
Healthy plants convey a healthy 
company. They are scientifically proven 
to improve happiness and productivity.

The signage
Clear, intuitive, thoughtful. Too 
dominant and it feels like a school or 
hospital. Too light and it’s annoying.

The handwash
If it is good quality it feels generous and 
stays with you long after the event.

The bins
Clean bins suggest a clean company. It’s 
noticing when they need emptying that 
matters. 

The artwork
An important investment in  local 
culture. It needs to make sense and feel 
curated, otherwise it feels cursory.

Cordless technology
Where possible, it should be mobile. 
Cords and plugs feel difficult and old 
fashioned. You want to be mobile and 
modern.

The open doors
Keeping doors open when possible 
is an important part of transparency 
neglected and allows clients to see there 
is no “behind the scenes”.

Health 
Small signs that you care about the 
health of your employees make a big 
difference to them.

The cup
A proper cup in place of something 
disposable suggests that a ritual matters 
and is not token.

The coat check
Where you leave your coat shouldn’t 
be a dusty old closet. It’s another 
transparency tool.

The stationery
Pens and paper aren’t nostalgic, they 
feel more democratic and secure than 
screens.



Program Design



Lobby: Welcome moment

RECOMMENDATIONS

Lobby spaces should be no larger than 500 sf.  In the event that more than 10k customers are serviced in 
the region, two smaller lobies should be developed. A sample furniture layout is shown above. This type of 
arrangement supports customers’ ability to inhabit the space as they see fit. The space should be flexible 
for after-hours lectures and alternate layouts.

PLANNING AND ADJACENCIES

Lobby should share window wall with FR Ops room. It should be adjacent to transaction rooms for quick 
access.

Additional Contributors: Landscaping, Art, PI, Food program

Island Unit: An anchor for the host; 
the rear half of the island hosts 
self-service coffee/tea. A fridge and 
bin should be built into millwork. 
Should not be in direct line of sight 
upon entry.

Group Tables & Chairs:  Tables 
should be designed for recon-
figuration to suit day time wait-
ing and after hours activities.

Counter + Bench: Continuous perimeter 
millwork, beginning at counter height and 
dropping to bench height. Stools at counter. 
Located at glazing where available.

Definition Wall: A dark green wall 
with the definition of “fidelity” on it. A 
ledge with plants beneath lettering to 
underscore and draw visual focus.

Automated Deposite 
Machine (ADM): Proxim-
ity to island/host station. 
Must have ledge/counter 
surface.



Lobby

BM 1471 Shoreline
matte. Warm light 
grey paint, u.o.n.

Area rug

TRANSPARENCY/ OVERALL LOOK + FEEL

White Oak; grain 
to run the legnth of 
the surface.

Stools. Leather + 
wood. With back.

The lobby sets the tone for the overall User Experience. It is also the only space where cus-
tomers will move around and make use decisions with few or no cues. 

In this space, customers choose a setting that speaks to them in that moment. Different 
settings should offer variety. The table and chairs are a great place engage customers on an in-
tellectual level, whether reading through Financial Company’s educational materials, periodicals, 
iPads, or coffee table books. The counter may offer greater privacy away from the traffic. Each 
architectural shell will offer different opportunities and should be considered with the intended 
experiential offerings of the project in mind.

The lobby shoud be welcoming and cozy. The background of the space is an assortment of 
cool tones (paint and flooring), so attention should be paid to bringing in a lot of texture and 
warmth from the furniture and details of the space (leather chairs, textured rug, warm lighting, 
art). The balance between clean lines and warm details should appeal to all customers.

Warm glowing 
effects.

Art

Cool, grey brush 
hammered stone

Accent wall. BM EXT.
RM Essex Green

Bench cushion: 
warm leather.

Stools. Leather + 
wood. With back.

Pendants at accent 
wall.

Recessed lighting, 
flush.

Large-leaf tropical 
greenery through-
out. Like Ficus.

White Oak; grain 
to run the length of 
the surface.

Variety of glow lamps 
throughout.

Stools. Leather + 
wood. With back.

DEFINITION  WALL

PERIMETER COUNTER + BENCH



Lobby

BM 1471 Shoreline
matte. Warm light 
grey paint, u.o.n.

Area rugDistinct lobby tables; 
used Cassina Venta-
glio. 

Lobby chairs. 
Comfortable. Warm, 
simple.

A freestanding lamp 
per table.

Uplights in open 
areas as light source

TABLES + CHAIRS

White Oak; grain 
to run the legnth of 
the surface.

Variety of glow lamps 
throughout.

Coffee Machine: 
black, tbd.

Mini-fridge, black 
finishes. Used: Uline 
ADA24RGL

Filtered water avail-
able in service area.

Countertops. Look 
+ feel of raw mate-
rial, like concrete.

ISLAND UNIT

Natural material 
and plants to warm 
machine space.

AUTOMATED CHECK DEPOSITE MACHINE (ADM)

Table/platorm to be 
considered close 
standing position.

Etched glass parti-
tions for additional 
privacy, if needed.

Low profile, over-
head lighting. Strong 
functional light.

Check Deposite 
Machine.



FR Operations: Clarity moment

RECOMMENDATIONS

FR operations rooms play a large role in the customer experience. The glazing between FR Ops and the lobby is 
clear so that customers can see work being done on their behalf. The transparency serves to demystify the invest-
ing process and help close the Confidence Gap. FR Ops is the workplace of transactions specialists and should 
include considerations including daylighting, ergonomics, and acoustics. The healthy workspace is a showcase of 
Fidelity’s commitment to strong employee workspaces.

PLANNING AND ADJACENCIES
The FR OPs room is adjacent to lobby. It is not typically on the perimeter, but should be no further than 20’ from 
perimeter with access to outside views.  In larger offices that need greater square footage, additional FR Ops team 
space should be concealed beyond the visible portion of FR Ops to maintain the impression of small, familiar scale.

Additional Contributors: Landscaping, Art, PI

Transparency: Clear glazing between 
FR Ops room and lobby provide 
transparency into space, imbuing the 
investor center with clarity, welcom-
ing, and a demystification of finance.

Equipment space: This space is not 
a separate room, but is hidden from 
customer view behind a solid con-
struction wall.  Support equipment in-
cludes printer, copy machine. Support 
equipment laid out opposite Storage 
wall.

Storage: Holds support mate-
rials and technology. Serves to 
add warmth to the space and 
serve as a visual anchor.

Workstations: Space for open collaboration 
with consideration to what makes a healthy, 
happy workplace. The room should be no 
further than 20’ from exterior glazing and 
should maintain a view to the outdoors.



Light flooring. Black finishes for 
details. 

Clear glass.

FR Operations

Paint: BM 1471 
Shoreline, matte.

Wood paneling on 
wall facing glazing to 
lobby, to match.

TRANSPARENCY/ OVERALL LOOK + FEEL

Art.

FR Ops is an administrative hub. It is where documents are prepped ahead of meetings; time 
stamped, recorded, or shredded after meetings. It represents the innerworkings of the branch 
and there was a choice: to make it dissappear like the inside of an iPhone? Or, to open it up 
and look inside like the MIT Media Lab?

Fidelity decided to open it up. Finance is an intimidating topic. Fidelity stands out in the finance 
industry by being a trust worthy, reliable partner. To continue helping customers understand 
the investment made in their financial health, Fidelity wants to be an open book. 

Because The FR Ops Room is a moment of clarity and transparency in understanding the 
financial industry and the day to days of how Fidelity works for its customers, the visible main 
room should be particularly well organized and thoughtful.  As this room will be particularly 
sparse for visual clarity, lighting, art, landscape, and a rich material on the back wall are critical 
elements.

Task chair. Black, 
slim profile, ergo-
nomic design.

Table: 4person bench 
in warm wood finish. 
Power management.

Box/Box/File
storage unit, white, 
lockable.

Pendant lighting 
work table

Task lighting

Landscaping: resilient; 
low sun exposure ok. 
Like crocodile fern or 
Anthurium Fruffles.

WORKSTATION/ ASSOCIATE WORK SPACE



RECOMMENDATIONS

Transaction spaces are designed for quick associate-assisted transactions. The rooms should be roughly 100 
sf.  The space should be comfortable for 30 minute stays and should convey a friendly, fast service. 

PLANNING AND ADJACENCIES

The transaction room should be directly adjacent to the lobby, ideally close to an entry. The room should 
also be located near a door to secure space, so associates coming from the office spaces can quickly meet 
their clients.

Additional Contributors: Landscaping, PI

Transaction Room: Efficient moment

Table & Chairs: Circular table with 3 
chairs for quick transaction between 
associate and client(s).

Pendant: The pendant light 
helps to focus the conversation 
around the table. 

Ancillary Table: A trolley, or 
side table that could hold 
equipment: phone, time stamp, 
printer, etc. Also, a plant, table 
lamp, or pitcher with cups can 
warm the space.



Transaction Room

Light, warm wood.

Recessed lighting, 
flush.

Coat hooks. Wood, 
small, simple.

Clear glass.

Green carpet.

TRANSPARENCY/ OVERALL LOOK + FEEL

Paint: BM 1471 
Shoreline, matte.

The Transaction Room is designed for efficiency. Often the transactions occuring in this room 
could be done online or at the check deposit machine. Many clients aren’t comfortable with a 
digital experience and prefer a person-to-person interaction.

The simultaneous desires for speed and personal engagement drive a tenuous user experience. 
Associates aim to service customers efficiently, not in a rush and not an extended stay.

Fidelity aims to have this space designed for short stay and high touch. Materials should be nat-
ural and welcoming, while design is small, simple, and implies a quick turnaround to the space. 
This space is off the lobby for quick access; as such, it also has clear glass for immediate visibility.

Side table to be 
styled and host 
equipment.

Circle table. ~42” 
for generous collab-
oration space.

Optional table lamp 
on side table/cart.

Pendant light over 
table.

Small B&W 
multi-function: Lex-
mark MX611DE

TV Monitor for 
projection.

Robust fern. Like 
Nephrolepis Exal-
tata.

TABLE + CHAIRS

Slim line, modern 
aesthetic. See materi-
als for warm, natural.

ANCILARY TABLE + EQUIPMENT

Additional equipment: 
phone, time stamp, 
check scanner.



Guidance Room: Host moment

RECOMMENDATIONS

Guidance rooms are where many clients have their first live Fidelity meeting. It is the pinnacle of the client 
visit. Rooms should be bright, welcoming, generous, and optimistic. The room serves office, work, and host 
functions. Rooms should be roughly 120 sf. Personal affects should be left to a concentrated minimum on a 
shelf in the office. The rooms should be warm and not overly personalized to its associate. 

PLANNING AND ADJACENCIES
Guidance rooms will dominate program. They should be accessible easily from lobby space. They can be 
concentrated in various wings of the space so that shared circulation routes are not dominated by guid-
ance rooms. Guidance rooms should have exterior views and have priority to perimeter views.

Additional Contributors: Landscaping, Art, PI

Table & Chairs: Circular table & 
chairs for all meeting attendees 
to make equal contribution.

Work Surface: Millwork 
desk space for assosiate who 
works from this guidance 
room should be against a 
wall of the room, perpen-
dicular to the entry wall.  
Design and decor to reduce 
visual traffic.

Shelf: A shelf to hold a personal 
momentos, plants, and books. 
See personalization guide.

Views: A priority on exterior views, 
either perimeter adjacency or “pass 
through” views to the outdoor via 
hallway.. Each guidance room will have 
a piece of original art, curated by the 
Corporate Art Group.



Warm wood mill-
work.

Dark finishes for 
details. 

Coat hooks. Wood, 
simple, small.

Etched glass.

Recessed lighting, 
flush. Small fixtures 
for residential feel.

Small green plant-
ings.

Art and outdoor 
views.

Paint: BM 1471 
Shoreline, matte.

Carpeting that feels 
natural, warm and has 
some green color.

Small ledge plants 
like Button Fern.

OVERALL LOOK + FEEL

The Guidance Room is the pinnacle of the customer experience in the 
branch, and often of the pinnacle of their relationship experience with 
Fidelity.  The space is warm and professional. Associates and designers are 
encouraged to consider their own mother or family member in the use 
of this space. How would you want her to feel? How could the space 
best support a positive, thoughtful experience? 

Every effort should be made to ensure comfort, welcome, generousity, 
empowerment, comfort and security. Personalization is streamlined so 
the client feels an equal sense of ownership throughout the meeting.

When developing design in these spaces, authenticity of a relationship 
between consumer and associate - person to person - should be rein-
forced. Connections to daylight, art, landscaping, and material details will 
reinforce an authentic human experience.

Guidance Room

Meeting table. Simple, 
wood surface.

Conde House Wing 
Chair. Oak with 
Black Leather.

Box Box File/
Storage. Custom 
DWR Standline.

Shelf/Ledge. Mini-
malist construction. 
Visually streamlined.

Monitor. Speakerphone

Deskphone

Pendant lighting with 
soft glow, centered 
over circular table.

Task light. Slim pro-
file. Black.

WORK SURFACE

MEETING TABLE + CHAIRS

Task chair. Black, 
slim profile, ergo-
nomic design.



RECOMMENDATIONS

Collaboration rooms should be roughly 150 sf. They are laid out as meeting rooms with 6 seats and a cir-
cular/ovular table. The tone of the room should be calming and warm. This often serves family sessions. AV 
and refreshments should be descreet but available with ease behind a small closet.

PLANNING AND ADJACENCIES
Collaboration rooms should be located conveniently along the client path. The ideal location is on the 
internal side of the circulation route with views across the hall to outside. This reduces the cost of black-out 
blinds for conferencing and offers an exterior view.

Collaboration Room: Navigate moment
Additional Contributors: Landscaping, Art, PI

Table + Chairs: Round table with 6 chairs. 
Chairs should be comfortable for a long stay. 
The tone should be welcoming and should 
encourage a conversation equally accessible 
to all parties.

Side Console: Small table or 
credenza that can handle A/V 
storage, a plant, and a table 
lamp.

Technology: There is video conferencing 
technology in these rooms to VC in off-site 
members of conversation. Rooms should 
be given special acoustic consideration.



Warm wood 
flooring to match 
storefront wood.

Etched glass.

Collaboration Room

Area rug. Natural 
fibers, simple.

Art. Coat hooks. Wood, 
small, simple.

Option: Uplights 
in corner, black, 
narrow profile.

Recessed lighting, 
flush.

Leafy, medium-sized. 
Like Philodendren.

Paint: BM 1471 
Shoreline, matte.

Leafy, medium-sized. 
Like Philodendren.

Option: Bench in back 
of room. Leather cush-
ion may add texture.

OVERALL LOOK + FEEL

The Collaboration Room is a long stay experience where larger groups, 
usually families, sit down with their financial advisor to navigate the future. 
This is often anticipated as an overwhelming experience, and the clients 
should leave feeling empowered and accomplished.

Audio/Video is especially important in these spaces, as it often connects 
off-site members of an important conversation. A/V is designed to be a 
seamless experience, which can engage offsite participants in a conversa-
tion with those in the room. The space should connect the monitor and 
laptop controls seemlessly. Visitors should feel empowered to control the 
systems if desired.

The Collaboration Room should be designed with a long stay in mind. 
Chairs should be comfortable, and there should be enough visual inter-
est, in furniture and art, to provide wandering eyes and minds an anchor 
to think on.

Warm glowing 
effects.

Textured, natural-
chair upholstery. 

Monitor/Telepres-
ence. Currently 
used Cisco MX300

Oval-shaped table 
for 6 people. Light 
wood.

6 seats. Comfortable 
for long-term stay. 
Textured upholstery.

Credenza/ Side 
Console. Light, 
simple.

Pendant lighting over 
circular table, possi-
bly multiple fixtures.

Glow lamp or table lamp on console.

Mini-fridge in closet 
for refreshment. Used: 
Avanti SHP1702SS

TABLE & CHAIRS

CREDENZA, VIDEO CONFERENCE TECHNOLOGY



Kitchen/Meet Room: Familiar moment
Additional Contributors: Landscaping, PI, Food Program

RECOMMENDATIONS

Kitchen/Meet space should be sized with regard to capacity needed in the meeting area.  The kitchen is 
meant to be a casual meeting spot for associates. Associates can formalize the meeting room by pulling 
closed the operable partition or double doors separating kitchen from meeting space.  The kitchen should 
feel especially residential and welcoming. 

PLANNING AND ADJACENCIES

The kitchen/meet room should be located along the customer path of travel. It should be along the interior 
of the building but may have access to natural daylight. Openings should remain generous to encourage 
circulation through space.

Millwork cupboards: There 
should be a wall of millwork. 
Cupboards should house all 
necessary platewear, any wall 
surface not needed for storage 
can be panelled to match.

Worksurface + Sink Area: 
Should be easy to clean and 
should leave functional amount 
of space next to sink.Meeting Table & Chairs:  Table should be 

warm and long to accomodate many people 
sitting at it, even if they are not directly con-
versing. It is appropriate to use an arrange-
ment of chairs to additionally designate that 
there can be many conversations at the table 
simultaneously.

Moveable Partition: The movable wall or double 
doors between kitchen and meeting room to 
have an opening at least 40% of the wall legnth.  
When open, the two rooms should feel like one. 

The doors from the meeting space to the hall 
should also occupy the majority of that wall and 
when open should invite circulation through 
kitchen/meet space.

Meeting Room Millwork: the meet-
ing room should have millwork that 
bring an element of natural materi-
ality and warmth to space, on either 
side of the opening to the kitchen. 
The millwork should accomodate 
A/V storage for the telepresence/
monitor.



Kitchen
OVERALL LOOK + FEEL

Countertops. Look 
+ feel of raw materi-
al, like concrete.

Cool, matte stone. 
Varied monochrome

Light wood at mill-
work.

Paint: BM 1471 
Shoreline, matte.

Recessed lighting, 
flush.

The Kitchen is the most “back of house” feature in the customer experience of Fidelity spaces. 
The design should be hyperaware that Fidelity is showing clients their own intimate mix of 
employee relationships. Spaces should be designed for friends whom have worked together 
for 5, 10, 20 years. Spaces should reflect back to associates that Fidelity wants them to stay 
another 20 years. 

Sharing Financial Company’s most intimate and familiar moments with clients builds on the 
honest, trustworthy brand that is Fidelity’s hallmark in the industry. 

The Kitchen should be designed with warm materiality. It is the space that is most easily able 
to mimic the home experience and opportunities to do so should be taken advantage of. 
Materials should remain natural and durable. Thought should go into the facility of cleaning 
this space as it’s high traffic and use will test the design and materials.

Spotlights at kitchen 
sink.

Corkboard inside 
kitchen cabinets.

Refridgerator: Pan-
el-ready. 

Coffee Machine. tbd 
Stainless & black. 
K-cup compatible.

Dishwasher. Pan-
el-ready. TBD. PI to 
advise.

Microwave. GE 
PEB7226DFBB. 

Kitchen millwork wall 
for storage & appli-
ances adds warmth.

Under counter 
lights.

Sink Hardware. 
Black. Thin profile.

KITCHEN SINK + APPLIANCES

Countertops. Look 
+ feel of raw materi-
al, like concrete.

Oversink shelf for 
carafes, pitchers, 
and glasses.

MILLWORK + APPLIANCES



Meeting Room
OVERALL LOOK + FEEL

Cool, matte stone. 
Varied monochrome

Light wood at mill-
work.

Paint: BM 1471 
Shoreline, matte.

Powdercoat black 
on hardware de-
tailing.

Generous amount 
of plants. Standing 
and on surfaces.

Planting pots. 
Neurtral, matte.

Natural, textured 
materials to add 
comfort.

Recessed lighting, 
flush.

The Meeting Room is connected to the kitchen through wide double 
doors. When the doors are open, the two rooms bleed into each other. 
The Meeting Room hosts internal meetings and has video conference 
technology that can be used to join all-hands or remote meetings.

The meeting room needs to be flexible to accommodate most of the 
branch employees. If the branch is large, a collision space should be locat-
ed in an adjacent circulation space. This space should have an experience 
somewhere in between dining room and conference room. 

Millwork is important, both for storing A/V equipment and for associating 
the space with a residential tone. Every effort should be made to add 
enough natural warmth to the space that it feels ‘lived in’ and to distin-
guish it from a workplace conference room. The lighting will work with 
ceiling and rug choices to delineate meeting center from the adjacent 
kitchen, circulation, and collision spaces.

Green area rug. 
Natural fibers.

Meeting table. Warm 
wood finish. Must seat 
10 min, + laptops.

Minimum 8 meeting 
room chairs. Stream-
lined, minimal. 

Stackable stools.

MEETING TABLE + CHAIRS

Additional row of 
pendants.

Glow lamps on 
shelves.

Mtg room base cab-
inets for A/V & food 
service. 24” depth.

Video Conference 
technology.

MILLWORK

Shelving decor to 
give consideration 
to health, sense of 
home.



Circulation: Journey moment

RECOMMENDATIONS

The circulation routes should be developed with the customer experience in mind. Attention to circula-
tion maintains a flowing, positive experience throughout the client visit.  A walk through our hallways is an 
opportunity to understand Financial Company’s  values and become familiar with our signature experience. 
Similar to the expectation that customers will see associates working on their behalf in FR OPS, clients have 
the opportunity to walk past the kitchen/meet space and see the consideration we show associates inter-
nally. The circulation routes should be a comfortable, welcoming tour of how Fidelity articulates its values in 
space.

PLANNING AND ADJACENCIES

Circulation from lobby to interior will pass through setback security. Kitchen/Meet should be visible along 
most client routes. Long, straight paths should be avoided, ideally no longer than 50’ of uninterupted linear 

Additional Contributors: Landscaping, Art, PI

Transparency + View: etched glass is used to provide a 
balance of transparency and privacy along the pathways. 
Pocket door construction prevents obscured view in path 
of travel. Exterior should be visible at some points.

Focal points: The end of every route 
should terminate in a view to the 
outside or a scene containing plant-
ings and excellent art. The journey 
should feel familiar and should move 
towards a welcoming view.

Touch: there should be warm and 
textured materials throughout 
space so that circulation feels invit-
ing. Wood storefronts, carpets, and 
art are all opportunities to bring 
depth to this experience.



Warm wood store-
front.

Carpeting Runners. 
Textured, natural.

Recessed lighting, 
flush.

Paint: BM 1471 
Shoreline, matte.

Font in dark letter-
ing.

If the lobby space and the tone set by its experience are thought of like oxygen, circulation 
spaces are the blood streams and arteries through which the experience is delivered to all other 
members of the space.

The circulation route is a journey through Financial Company spaces. It has few of it’s own design 
elements, so the path of travel should be heavily considered. Circulation is always experienced 
kinetically. What will move with our clients as they walk through space? When they move their 
eyes from one wall to the next, looking for a visual anchor, absorbing details of our space, what 
should they see? 

Because of the cool, clean background, the elements that add to the space should be highly con-
sidered. Focal points at the end of any visual path should be either an external view or a highly 
curated moment that invites curiousity - or serves as an opportunity for the associate to share 
an interesting story. Landscaping should be heavily incorporated to maintain life in these spaces, 
and efforts should be made to maintain carpet or rug for the softness underfoot..

OVERALL LOOK + FEEL

Circulation

Cool, matte stone. 
Varied monochrome

Medium plants in 
sturdy ceramic 
planters.

Art.

Etched glass. Landscaping. Large 
sturdier plants, like 
Banana or Alocasia.

Benches can act as 
elevated platforms to 
add touch at different 
heights.

FOCAL POINTS

Opportunities to 
add texture with 
art.

Art.

TRANSPARENCY + VIEW



Collision Space: Connect moment

RECOMMENDATIONS

The collision space is designed to be a location for spontaneous engagement. It should be located in high 
traffic areas of intersecting circulation. Additional acoustic considerations should be taken in these areas, as 
conversation in these areas can interupt adjacent rooms. It is a luxurious moment in the customer experi-
ence of our circulation and should be generous. All design elements must remain low profile and stream-
lined so as not to weigh down space visually.

PLANNING AND ADJACENCIES

Collision spaces should be located at areas where multiple circulation routes converge. Where possible, 
they should be located adjacent to the kitchen/meeting room. When the meeting room wall of doors is 
open, the overflow can use the adjacent collision space.

Additional Contributors: Landscaping, Art, PI

Table: There is a standing height 
table with a wide enough surface 
to put two laptops in the event 
that the space is used for improp-
mtu work space. 

Defining a space without walls: An area 
rug defines the space as separate from the 
surrounding circulation. It should have strong 
texture to help define the space. Above ceil-
ing treatment and hanging row of pendants 
to define space from above.

Surrounding Circulation: This is a 
comfortable space to step out of 
traffic to have a conversation. There 
should be generous circulation 
surrounding the collision space, so 
walking traffic does not cut through 
a conversation.



Medium plants in 
sturdy ceramic 
planters.

Recessed angled 
lighting.

Landscaping. Large 
sturdier plants, like 
Banana or Alocasia.

Paint: BM 1471 
Shoreline, matte.

Glow lamps on any 
perimeter ledge.

Collision Space
OVERALL LOOK + FEEL

Collision Spaces are opportunities for surprise connections. They are also spaces for repose. 
Collision Spaces take the same concept used in workplace interiors. The origins of the con-
cept are that, if spaces are designed for casual use are located at intersections between various 
teams, the teams will connect and share ideas previously separated by lack of physical proximity.

Evolved for the Investor Centers, this concept provides casual spaces throughout the retail cen-
ter for associates to work from a different setting, touch down for a quick catch-up, or perch 
to organize papers on their way to pick up a client. These impropmptu spaces are landmarks of 
the move towards a transparent, welcoming retail/office hybrid.

The Collision Spaces are located in the midst of the customer journey and should be designed 
with great visual transparency.  The Collision areas should blend into the circulation when un-
used, and animate the circulation when in use. Furniture should be streamlined and should take 
advantage of overhead and underfoot elements to delineate collision space from circulation.

Cool, matte stone. 
Varied monochrome

Streamlined design. 
Wood and leather 
provide warmth.

Warm wood high 
top surface. Stream-
lined millwork.

Textured area rug.Row of pendants. 
over table. Should 
anchor space.

DEFINING SPACE WITHOUT WALLS

TABLE + CHAIRS

 Ceiling definition.



Mother’s Room: Encourage moment

RECOMMENDATIONS

The mother’s room should the size of a guidance room. It should have plumbing and a mini-refridgerator, in the 
style of a wetbar.  The mother’s room should be on the inside of the building and should have roll-down black-out 
screens. When there is an active user(s) of the room, it will be fully designated to womens’ use. When the room is 
not needed for active use, it may be used as an overflow guidance room. 

PLANNING AND ADJACENCIES

The mother’s room should be away from main circulation flow, where possible. It should be sized the same as a 
guidance room for flexible space planning and future use. Mother’s rooms should be on the interior of the building 
and should be designed with privacy in mind.

Additional Contributors: Landscaping, Art, Wellness

NO BUILT IMAGE AVAILABLE

DESIGN DEVIATIONS FROM GUIDANCE ROOM

Comfortable chair to 
match collaboration 
room, in place of typ 
meeting chair. 

Shelf/Ledge with 
built in sink. Cup-
boar in place of bbf.

Minifridge built in 
at sink cupboards. 
Avanti SHP1702SS.

Millwork built-in at 
work surface under 
sink to house fridge.

Table & Chairs: Circular table 
& chairs for all meeting attend-
ees to make equal contribution. 
There should be 2-3 chairs at 
the table in the style of lon-
ger-stay collaboration room 
chairs, plus assosiate’s desk 
chair.

Ledge with built-in sink: This should be 
similar to guidance room, and at the same 
height. A wetbar-style sink should be built 
into the counter. There is a custom sink 
cover to sit over the sink when the room 
is not in active use for mothers. Mini-fridge: built into cupboards 

under the counter, towards the 
far end of the room for breast-
milk storage.



RECOMMENDATIONS

The restrooms should reinforce Financial Company’s brand and values. It should be clean, comfortable, and 
generous. This moment is in progress; please continue to look for human touch points to encourage greater 
warmth.

PLANNING AND ADJACENCIES

Collaboration rooms should be prioritized for space along a glazed perimeter. Collaboration rooms should 
be dispersed throughout the space to avoid having two emotionally-sensitive meetings happening adjacent 

Restrooms: Haven moment
Additional Contributors: Landscaping, Wellness, PI

Generous scale 
mirrors with lighting

Clean wall-hung 
toilet.  

Baby changing unit in 
all restrooms.

Hardware. thin pro-
file, single unit with 
faucet & handle.

Hand towel trays. Wastebasket. Nat-
ural, woven, placed 
under sink.

Warm lighting at 
mirrors. Warm LED 
where possible. 

Recessed lighting, 
flush.

Plants: small, but tall 
with leaves up high. 
Like Polypodium 
Aureum.

Toilet Stalls: full construction, 
individual rooms for privacy 
and comfort.

Baby Changing Unit: Wall-hung unit. In multi-per-
son restrooms, the unit should be hung away from 
circulation and door swings for ease and comfort 
of use. The changing unit should be available to men 
and women. It can be placed in a unisex restroom, or 
one can be placed in both men/women restrooms.

OVERALL LOOK + FEEL

Vanity Unit: The counter surface 
area to sink area ratio should allow 
generous countertop for use away 
from sink area. Lighting should 
create an ambient glow. It should 
create a warm, residential quality.

Full construction 
toilet partitions.


